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Plenty of times, I am pushed to limit. Not because I am tired or I have messed up with my job, or being called out by my superior, or a parent pissed me off. The ultimate reason is: my kindergarten students ask plenty questions as if I am a living encyclopedia.

The principal motive students pressed me to reach my limitation is that frequently, I do not have a ready-made response to their interrogations. Hoards questions, in purpose of reality, make me unsettle. I actually and discretely ask myself: Where the heaven does that question come from? And what adds to the icing to the cake is that mostly those are “Why Questions.”

For Palacios (2016), pupil’s “why” queries is dominantly impacted by their intuitive inquisitiveness. Their inquisitiveness for their overall environmental features augments with establishing thoughts, aptitudes, language, and conception of the obscure. Educators can aid channel their interest and need to know why so you help cultivate in affirmative manner.

For kindergartens, "why" probe scaffolds them to figure out their broad surroundings that they are simply starting to be exposed at. These "why" queries gigantically boost spike and quicken learning. Our grown-up reactions are urgent and critical. The supreme question is: What is your feedback to the "why" inquiries?

At the point when your pupil is probing a "why" question and you apprehend that the student has to know at this moment. A forthright and swift feedback should be
endeavoured by the teacher which is short or realistic, provisional upon what you know and what your pupil can comprehend.

Bear in mind that a completely adequate answer will assist your kindergarten students with discerning about the world. Our youngsters' first encounters in asking and replying "why" inquiries in their journey to grasp the world they live in are the scaffold of insightful and will be a catalyst to them up for what's to come.
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